Nucleotide sequence of a *Drosophila melanogaster* cDNA encoding a calnexin homologue
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**Abstract**

A cDNA which encodes a calnexin (Cnx)-like protein from *Drosophila melanogaster* has been characterized. The deduced amino acid sequence shares several regions of homology with Cnx from other sources with two conserved motifs each repeated four times. The gene was found to be transcribed in various tissues and at all developmental stages. We have mapped the gene at chromosomal position 99A and we have also mapped the related gene coding for *Drosophila* calreticulin at 85E. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction

Calnexin (Cnx), a calcium-binding membrane protein of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), is thought to function as a molecular chaperone aiding the folding and oligomeric assembly of nascent polypeptides. Together with calreticulin—which may be its soluble homologue in the lumen of the ER— they recognize specifically the GlcMan2GlcNAc2 structure on newly synthesized glycoproteins (Ware et al., 1995). Their functional homology is emphasized by the observation that a chimeric protein consisting of calreticulin and the membrane-anchoring segment of Cnx, recognizes a similar spectrum of proteins to that recognized by Cnx alone (Wada et al., 1995). In addition, these two chaperones also retain in the ER incompletely or incorrectly folded secretory proteins. The function of Cnx (and calreticulin) as a constituent of the ER quality control system has been recently reviewed by Hammond and Helenius (1995).

Genes encoding Cnx have been identified in a variety of eukaryotes including mammals, plants and yeasts (Wada et al., 1991; Huang et al., 1993; Parlati et al., 1995a,b) but while disruption of the Cnx gene in the yeast *Schizosaccharomyces pombe* is lethal (Jannatipour and Rokeach, 1995; Parlati et al., 1995b), disruption in *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* is not (Parlati et al., 1995a) and *Drosophila* Schneider cells are functionally Cnx deficient (Vassilakos et al., 1996).

Hong and Ganetzky (1996) while investigating the molecular organization of the 14D region of the *Drosophila melanogaster* (*Dm*) polytene chromosome map located a Cnx gene in this region. They also reported a partial sequence of the *Drosophila* homologue. Here we present the complete coding sequence of a *Dm* Cnx homologue which we have mapped elsewhere. There are minor differences between the sequence published here and the partial sequence reported in Hong and Ganetzky (1996). These are listed in Fig. 1.
Nucleotide sequence of Cnx, the Dm calnexin homologous gene, and its deduced aa sequence. EMBL Data library accession No. X99488. The underlined aa sequence corresponds to the putative transmembrane domain. The single consensus N-glycosylation site at N218 is marked CHO. The locations of the two primers (caln1 and caln2R) used in the RT-PCR are indicated by underlining the nt sequence. Our sequence differs from the one presented in Hong and Ganetzky (1996) in the following nt of some which result in aa differences, our sequences in bold: 776, GCTC and CACG which changes EL to DT; 992, the C is missing and 996, CGA instead of AA which restores the reading frame but gives DN instead of ID; 1022, C and T; 1067, A and G; 1082, A and G; 1105, A and T which changes H to L; 1145, ATCCACT and ACCCAACT; 1223, T and C; 1415, C and A; 1499, CCCCCTCCCCAGACCCCAT and CCTTCCACTATACCCCAT; the loss of three Cs (underlined) restores the reading frame but changes the aa sequence to KPFQMTPIS and KPSNDAIS (mouse sequence PFRMTPFS); 1648, A is missing which results in a change in reading frame up until the end of the partial sequence.

2. Experimental and discussion

2.1 Cloning

A Dm cDNA library from 0–8 h embryos, inserted into pNB40 (Brown and Kafatos, 1988) and arrayed as an in situ filter bearing DNA from 19 200 clones (Hoheisel et al., 1991) was screened under low-stringency conditions (hybridization: 0.5 M sodium phosphate pH 7.2, 7% SDS, 1 mM EDTA, 1% BSA at 55°C for 16 h; washing: 6 x SSC at 55°C twice for 30 min) with a 32P-labelled fragment of the rat ER mannosidase cDNA (Bischoff et al., 1990). Four positive clones were selected but only restriction fragments of the cDNA clone 2:37G4 hybridized with the rat sequence at stringent washing conditions (0.2 x SSC, 65°C). An approx. 0.78-kb HindIII-HindIII fragment from clone 2:37G4 was subcloned into pUC18 and sequenced. The sequence showed no significant homology to the rat ER clone, and we cannot explain why the sequences hybridized under these stringent conditions. However, the sequence was used to search the GenEMBL and SwissProt databases. This search identified human Cnx and several other mammalian Cnx with significant homology (55% similarity with human Cnx at the amino acid (aa) level and the full sequence 65% similarity and 54% identity).

We decided to sequence the entire cDNA in clone 2:37G4 because Cnx plays a role in the processing of
glycoproteins which is in keeping with our interest in the biological significance of N-glycosylation in Dm (Williams et al., 1991; Foster et al., 1995).

2.2. Sequence analysis

Clone 2:37G4 was sequenced, on both strands, directly from the purified double-stranded DNA using oligodeoxyribonucleotide (oligo) primers prepared as the known sequence advanced. It is 2107 bp long and contains one open reading frame (ORF) (1818 bp), together with 239 bp and 50 bp of 5′ and 3′ non-coding regions, respectively (Fig. 1). The aa sequence deduced from the ORF shares all the features of other Cnx sequences. The ORF predicts a polypeptide of 601 aa (dog 593).

The first in-phase Met residue has an ATG codon in a consensus sequence which fulfills the criteria for a ‘strong’ start codon, i.e., an A at −3 and a G at +4 (Kozak, 1989). The second ATG codon in the reading frame is 12 bp downstream from the first and shares the same ‘strong’ start consensus sequence. Neither, however, has an A/C at −4 which is found in a majority of Drosophila sequences (Cavener, 1987). There is no reason therefore to suppose that the first ATG is not the start codon.

The N-terminal aa have the features of a typical signal peptide with a positive aa, Arg, followed by a stretch of 15 aa, 12 of which are hydrophobic. This is followed by the potential intra-luminal domain (aa 25–489; dog 21–482) and a typical type I transmembrane domain 490–510 (dog 483–593) with 16 out of 21 aa being hydrophobic. Finally there is a short potential cytoplasmic sequence of 91 aa (dog 90), which is highly charged (27% acidic and 18% basic) and ends with the sequence RQARKE. This C-terminal sequence has an overall similarity to the RKPRRE C-terminal sequence found in mammals. Like its mammalian and Arabidopsis counterparts, Dm Cnx also has Arg at −3. This is in contrast with the C-terminal motif shown to retain transmembrane proteins in the ER, all of which have a Lys at −3 (Shin et al., 1991). There is a consensus N-glycosylation site at aa positions 218–220 (Fig. 1). Unlike their mammalian counterparts, Cnx from S. cerevisiae, Sc. pombe and from Arabidopsis also possess putative N-glycosylation sites within their luminal domains. In Sc. pombe this site is actually glycosylated (Jannatipour and Rokeach, 1995); we do not know, however, whether this site is also glycosylated in Dm.

2.3. Sequence comparison to other Cnx

In the potential intra-luminal sequence there are two short sequences each of which is highly conserved and is repeated four times in the Cnx and three times in the calreticulins. These sequences are thought to be involved in calcium binding (Tjoelker et al., 1994) since it has
been shown that Cnx bind calcium but do not have the ‘E-F hand’ motif for binding calcium in calmodulin (Tjoelker et al., 1994 and refs. therein).

Using the alignment programme Gap of Needleman and Wunsch (Genetics Computer Group, University of Wisconsin) the Dm Cnx homologue shows 54% identity with the human gene and 36% identity with the deduced Drosophila calreticulin sequence (Smith, 1992).

We have modified the previously published consensus sequences by comparing the 24 sequences (four in each of six species: S. cerevisiae, Sc. pombe, A. thaliana, Caenorhabditis elegans, and human, representing the mammals) to produce a consensus sequence in which at least two thirds of the sequences share the same aa at a particular position. The first repeat consensus sequence is P-A-KLP-DWDE and the second repeat consensus sequence is G-W-P-I-NP. The aa sequence in bold is either invariant or shows only one difference in 24. There is no evidence for concerted evolution by gene conversion, or by any other mechanism, since repeats within the same species show no greater similarity than the repeats between species. These conserved repeats also occur, but only three times each, in the calreticulin genes.

2.4. RNA analysis

It seems that the 50 bp of non-coding sequence downstream from the TAA stop codon do not represent the complete 3’ UTR of the Cnx mRNA as there is no recognisible polyadenylation signal present in this sequence. We presume that the sequence was cloned from an internal run of poly(A) before the poly(A) tail (see Brown and Kafatos, 1988). In agreement, the major mRNA band detected in Northern analysis of adult flies with the cDNA 2.37G4 probe is an approx. 3.0-kb band, nearly 1 kb larger than the sequence reported here (Fig. 2). Hong and Ganetzky (1996) also reported an approx. 3.0-kb transcript corresponding to Cnx. Our Northern blot identified two additional minor bands at 4.3 and 1.7 kb. These minor transcripts could be the result of cross-hybridization to either calreticulin or to other Cnx-like Drosophila genes. In mammals, Cnx isoforms have been described both in the ER of specific tissues (Ohsako et al., 1994) and in different cellular compartments (Gilchrist and Pierce, 1993). However, our chromosome mapping data (see Section 2.5) are consistent with Cnx being a single copy gene. It is interesting to speculate that the 1.7-kb band seen on our Northern could be the result of alternative splicing of exons as has recently been reported for the pre-messenger RNA encoding mouse calcitonin and calcitonin-related peptide (Lou et al., 1996).

RT-PCR was used to test for the presence of the Cnx mRNA species in various larval and adult tissues and also during different developmental stages. The primers used in the PCR resulted in the amplification of a 328-bp
fragment from the Cnx cDNA (Fig. 3). We found the Cnx mRNA to be present in all tissues and at all developmental stages examined. We anticipate the presence of the message to correlate with presence of the polypeptide consistent with its key role in cellular functions.

2.5. Chromosome mapping of Cnx

The chromosomal location of Cnx was determined by in situ hybridization to squashes of polytene chromosomes from salivary glands of Dm. The Cnx sequence was located to a single site (99A1-6) on the right arm of chromosome 3 (Fig. 4). As mentioned in Section 1, Hong and Ganetzky (1996) localized the Cnx gene in the 14D region. We were unable to detect a signal in that chromosomal region in any of our squashes probed with cDNA 2.37G4. Thus, the results from our in situ hybridization support the existence of a single Cnx-like sequence in the Dm genome (if more than one copy is present then they must be very close together).

We have also localized the related calreticulin sequence to 85E1-5 on the right arm of the same chromosome (Fig. 4), using the pUC/D2 plasmid described in Smith (1992) as a probe. Although these two sequences (Cnx and Clr) show considerable homology they did not cross-hybridize in our preparations.

3. Conclusions

We have described the nt sequence of Cnx, a Dm cDNA encoding a Cnx homologue. The deduced aa sequence of Cnx shares 54% identity with the human protein and contains two conserved motifs each of which is repeated four times throughout the central region. The gene is constitutively expressed at the RNA level and localizes at 99A1-6 on the 3 chromosome.
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